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Abstract. This paper reports on a fertile marriage between madAgents, a Java
and Prolog based multi-agent platform, and EVOLP, a logic programming based
language to represent and reason about evolving knowledge.

The resulting system, presented with a formal semantic characterisation and
implemented using a combination of Java, XSB Prolog and Smodels, provides an
improvement of madAgents, allowing for the implementation of a richer agent
architecture where agents’ beliefs and behavior, as well as their evolution, are
specifiable in EVOLP. It inherits the merits of Answer Set Programming (e.g.,
default negation for reasoning about incomplete knowledge, a semantics based
on multiple answer-sets for reasoning about several possible worlds, etc.) on top
of which we add all the specific merits of EVOLP for specifying evolving knowl-
edge. At he same time, the resulting system provides a proof of principle that
EVOLP can easily be adopted by existing MAS, to represent an evolving belief
base, or also to represent the agent’s evolving behavior.

1 Introduction

This paper reports on what we believe to be a fertile marriage between madAgents
(Multimedia Deductive Agents) [28], a Java based multi-agent platform, and EVOLP
[2], a computational logic language to represent and reason about evolving knowledge.

We have recently seen an increase in the cross fertilisation between the areas of
Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) and Computational Logic (CL). On the one hand, CL pro-
vides a rigorous, general, integrative and encompassing framework for systematically
studying computation, be it syntax, semantics, procedures, or implementations, tools,
and standards. On the other hand, MAS provides a rich and demanding environment
populated with problems that challenge Computational Logic. Examples of this cross
fertilisation include CL based MAS such as IMPACT [29,16], 3APL [20,15], Jason [9],
DALI [14], ProSOCS [12], FLUX [30] and ConGolog [19], to name a few. For a survey
on some of these systems, as well as others, see [26,11,10].

While CL, and Logic Programming in particular, can be seen as a good represen-
tation language for static knowledge, if we are to move to a more open and dynamic
environment, typical of the agency paradigm, we must consider ways and means of rep-
resenting and integrating knowledge updates from external as well as internal sources.
In fact, an agent should not only comprise knowledge about each state, but also
knowledge about the transitions between states. The latter may represent the agent’s
knowledge about the environment’s evolution, coupled to its own behaviour and evo-
lution. The lack of rich mechanisms to represent and reason about dynamic knowledge
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and agents i.e. represent and reason about environments where not only some facts
about it change, but also the rules that govern it, and where the behaviours of agents
also change, is common to the above mentioned systems.

To address this issue the paradigm of Evolving Logic Programming (EVOLP) was
introduced in [2]. EVOLP generalizes Answer-set Programming [18] to allow for the
specification of a program’s own evolution, in a single unified way, by permitting rules
to indicate assertive conclusions in the form of program rules. Such assertions, when-
ever belonging to a model of the program P , can be employed to generate an updated
version of P . Furthermore, EVOLP also permits, besides internal or self updates, for up-
dates arising from the environment. The resulting language, EVOLP, provides a simpler,
and more general, formulation of logic program updating, running close to traditional
LP doctrine, setting itself on a firm formal basis in which to express, implement, and
reason about dynamic knowledge bases, opening up several interesting research topics.

Indeed, EVOLP can adequately express the semantics resulting from successive up-
dates to logic programs, considered as incremental specifications of agents, and whose
effect can be contextual. In contradistinction to other approaches, it automatically and
appropriately deals, via its update semantics [23], with the possible contradictions aris-
ing from successive specification changes and refinements. Furthermore, the EVOLP
language can express self-modifications triggered by the evolution context itself,
present or future. Additionally, foreseen updates not yet executed can automatically
trigger other updates, and moreover updates can be nested, so as to determine change
both in the next state and in other states further down an evolution strand.

In this paper, we report on the enhancement of the Java based Multi-Agent Platform
madAgents [28] with EVOLP, aiming at serving two objectives:

1. provide a de facto improvement of madAgents, allowing for the implementation
of a richer agent architecture where agents’ beliefs and behaviour, as well as their
evolution, are specifiable in EVOLP. This allows for the inheritance of all merits
of Answer Set Programming (e.g., default negation for reasoning about incomplete
knowledge; semantics based on multiple answer-sets for reasoning about several
possible consistent worlds; a number of extensions such as preferences, revision,
abduction, etc - see [32] for more on this subject) on top of which we add all the
specific merits of EVOLP for specifying evolving knowledge.

2. provide a proof of principle that EVOLP can easily be adopted by existing MAS, to
represent an evolving belief base, or also to represent the agent’s evolving
behaviour.

The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we briefly overview the Multi-Agent
Platform madAgents; in Section 3 we define the EVOLP based agent architecture and
its semantics, and illustrate with a small example. In Section 4 we elaborate on some
aspects related to the implementation. In Section 5 we compare with other related pro-
posals to conclude in Section 6.

2 Multi-Agent Platform

Our implementation is based on the madAgents [28] platform for logic-based agents,
that serves as a base to the development of multi-agent systems, freeing the developer
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from tasks specific to the distributed systems areas. The main purpose of this platform
is to provide a flexible and customisable basis for the development and deployment
of multi-agent systems, so that most effort can be focused on the artificial intelligence
dimension of the problem.

The platform is implemented with Java1 and XSB Prolog2, and includes a set of
classes and Prolog files from which to extend the application and build the agents. Pro-
log is used to handle all Knowledge Representation and Reasoning, connecting to Java
modules through InterProlog3 interface. The semantics of this platform is simple, de-
fined by a set of interactions between agents and other software modules. This way the
platform supports an agent architecture that can be easily extended to integrate other
modules or functionalities, while the meaning of the resulting application is only de-
pendent on the nature of the modules, the actions of the agents and their reasoning
rules. The platform’s main functionalities include:

– A communication system built over TCP/IP, allowing agents to control the send-
ing and receiving of messages. Message handling is automatically managed by the
system which checks for messages arriving at the inbox and sends messages added
to the outbox. Message preprocessing can also be handled by this module, which
can be tuned to any specific agent communication language or a developer-defined
language. Furthermore, the final destination of the messages, i.e., if they call Java
methods or if they are asserted to the agent’s knowledge base, is also handled by
this module;

– Support for local and RMI-based actions. Actions, can be more than just sending
messages and, in some cases, executing a method can be more expressive than re-
questing such in a message. Local method execution was already possible because
of the InterProlog interface. But it could also be the case that an agent could provide
methods for other agents to call remotely. This can be easily accomplished with
the use of Java’s Remote Method Invocation capabilities. The madAgents architec-
ture already provides templates of RMI-based actions that can be called remotely
from other agents, thus helping in the development of applications based on this
technology.

– Synchronous or asynchronous agent execution. Agents can be synchronised with
the platform manager, making their execution cycle dependent on a certain mes-
sage from the platform manager. Only after receiving this message can the agent
go on with its reasoning cycle (deciding which actions to execute and executing
them). But agents can also be implemented so as to function like an asynchronous
distributed system, where there is no global clock and the reasoning speed of the
agents may differ. In this case, the multi-agent application has a non-deterministic
execution. To further improve this sense of non-determinism, the agents’ reason-
ing speed can also be defined, providing the application with agents of different
reactive nature.

1 Available at http://java.sun.com
2 Available at http://xsb.sourceforge.net
3 Available at http://www.declarativa.com/InterProlog
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The madAgents platform is used extensively in the current version of the MulE Game
Engine [6], an architecture for the development of online multiplayer role-playing
games with enhanced realism, to implement several different types of agents, some
of them more active in the game (monsters, artificial players) while others are more
limited in their actions (non-player characters). It is also used in a video annotation
server for personalisation purposes [8]. This server uses madAgents-based agents to
perform audiovisual personalisation based on the analysis of the video’s semantic data
associated with video notes, then suggesting a set of preferential videos to the user.

3 Agent Architecture

In this section we describe the agent architecture. We start by presenting the language
of Evolving Logic Programs (EVOLP), and its semantics, as it constitutes the basis for
our architecture. Then, we proceed by showing how the language and its semantics can
be used to support an architecture for mental agents whose epistemic specification may
dynamically change, without loosing its fine theoretical character.

In a nutshell, EVOLP [2] is a simple though quite powerful extension of logic pro-
gramming, which allows for modeling the dynamics of knowledge bases expressed by
programs, be it caused by external events, or by internal requirements for change. From
the syntactical point of view, evolving programs are just generalized logic programs
(i.e. extended LPs plus default negation in rule heads), extended with (possibly nested)
assertions, whether in heads or bodies of rules. This is in clear contrast with earlier
proposals to this effect (e.g. LUPS [5], EPI [17] and KABUL [23]) since EVOLP was
designed, above all, with the desire to add as few new constructs to traditional logic
programming as possible. From the semantical point of view, a model-theoretic char-
acterization is offered of the possible evolutions of such programs. These evolutions
arise both from self (i.e. internal to the agent) updating, and from external updating
originating in the environment (including other agents).

3.1 Language

We start with the usual preliminaries. Let A be a set of propositional atoms. An ob-
jective literal is either an atom A or a strongly negated atom ¬A. A default literal is an
objective literal preceded by not . A literal is either an objective literal or a default literal.
A rule r is an ordered pair H (r) ← B (r) where H (r) (dubbed the head of the rule)
is a literal and B (r) (dubbed the body of the rule) is a finite set of literals. A rule with
H (r) = L0 and B (r) = {L1, . . . , Ln} will simply be written as L0 ← L1, . . . , Ln. A
generalized logic program (GLP) P , in A, is a finite or infinite set of rules. If H(r) = A
(resp. H(r) = not A) then not H(r) = not A (resp. not H(r) = A). If H (r) = ¬A,
then ¬H (r) = A. By the expanded generalized logic program corresponding to the
GLP P , denoted by P, we mean the GLP obtained by augmenting P with a rule of the
form not ¬H (r) ← B (r) for every rule, in P , of the form H (r) ← B (r), where
H (r) is an objective literal. Two rules r and r′ are conflicting, denoted by r �� r′, iff
H(r) = not H(r′).

An interpretation M of A is a set of objective literals that is consistent i.e., M does
not contain both A and ¬A. An objective literal L is true in M , denoted by M � L,
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iff L ∈ M , and false otherwise. A default literal not L is true in M , denoted by M �
not L, iff L /∈ M , and false otherwise. A set of literals B is true in M , denoted by
M � B, iff each literal in B is true in M .

An interpretation M of A is an answer set of a GLP P iff

M ′ = least (P ∪ {not A | A �∈ M})

where M ′ = M ∪ {not A | A �∈ M}, A is an objective literal, and least(.) denotes the
least model of the definite program obtained from the argument program by replacing
every default literal not A by a new atom not A.

In order to allow for logic programs to evolve, we first need some mechanism for
letting older rules be supervened by more recent ones. That is, we must include a
mechanism for deletion of previous knowledge along the agent’s knowledge evolu-
tion. This can be achieved by permitting default negation not just in rule bodies, as
in extended logic programming, but in rule heads as well[25]. Furthermore, we need
a way to state that, under some conditions, some new rule should be asserted in the
knowledge base4. In EVOLP this is achieved by augmenting the language with a re-
served predicate assert/1, whose sole argument is itself a full-blown rule, so that arbi-
trary nesting becomes possible. This predicate can appear both as rule head (to impose
internal assertions of rules) as well as in rule bodies (to test for assertion of rules).
Formally:

Definition 1. Let A be a set of propositional atoms (not containing assert/1). The
extended language Aassert is defined inductively as follows:

– All propositional atoms in A are propositional atoms in Aassert;
– If r is a rule over Aassert then assert(r) is a propositional atom of Aassert;
– Nothing else is a propositional atom in Aassert.

An evolving logic program over a language A5 is a (possibly infinite) set of general-
ized logic program rules over Aassert.

Example 1. Examples of EVOLP rules are:

assert (not a ← b) ← not c.
a ← assert (b ←) .
assert (assert (a ←) ← assert (b ← not c) , d) ← not e.

Intuitively, the first rule states that, if c is false, then the rule not a ← b must be
asserted in the agent’s knowledge base; the 2nd that, if the fact b ← is going to be
asserted in the agent’s knowledge base, then a is true; the last states that, if e is false,
then a rule must be asserted stating that, if d is true and the rule b ← not c is going to
be asserted then the fact a ← must be asserted.

4 Note that asserting a rule in a knowledge base does not mean that the rule is simply added to it,
but rather that the rule is used to update the existing knowledge base according to some update
semantics, as will be seen below.

5 Here we extend EVOLP for LPs with both strong and default negation, unlike in [2] where
only LP’s without strong negation were used.
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This language alone is enough to model the agent’s knowledge base, and to cater, within
it, for internal updating actions that change it. But self-evolution of a knowledge base
is not enough for our purposes. We also want the agent to be aware of events that hap-
pen outside itself, and desire the possibility too of giving the agent update “commands”
for changing its specification. In other words, we wish a language that allows for in-
fluence from the outside, where this influence may be: observation of facts (or rules)
that are perceived at some state; assertion commands directly imparting the assertion
of new rules on the evolving program. Both can be represented as EVOLP rules: the
former by rules without the assert predicate in the head, and the latter by rules with it.
Consequently, we shall represent outside influence as a sequence of EVOLP rules:

Definition 2. Let P be an evolving program over the language A. An event sequence
over P is a sequence of evolving programs over A.

3.2 Semantics

In general, we have an EVOLP program describing an agent’s initial knowledge base.
This knowledge base may already contain rules (with asserts in heads) that describe
some forms of its own evolution. Besides this, we consider sequences of events repre-
senting observation and messages arising from the environment. Each of these events in
the sequence are themselves sets of EVOLP rules, i.e. EVOLP programs. The semantics
issue is thus that of, given an initial EVOLP program and a sequence of EVOLP pro-
grams as events, to determine what is true and what is false after each of those events.

More precisely, the meaning of a sequence of EVOLP programs is given by a set
of evolution stable models, each of which is a sequence of interpretations or states.
The basic idea is that each evolution stable model describes some possible evolution
of one initial program after a given number n of evolution steps, given the events in
the sequence. Each evolution is represented by a sequence of programs, each program
corresponding to a knowledge state.

The primordial intuitions for the construction of these program sequences are as
follows: regarding head asserts, whenever the atom assert(Rule) belongs to an inter-
pretation in a sequence, i.e. belongs to a model according to the stable model semantics
of the current program, then Rule must belong to the program in the next state; asserts
in bodies are treated as any other predicate literals.

The sequences of programs are treated as in Dynamic Logic Programming [23,3,1],
a framework for specifying updates of logic programs where knowledge is given by a
sequence of logic programs whose semantics is based on the fact that the most recent
rules are set in force, and previous rules are valid (by inertia) insofar as possible, i.e.
they are kept for as long as they do not conflict with more recent ones. In DLP, default
negation is treated as in answer-set programming [18]. Formally, a dynamic logic pro-
gram is a sequence P = (P1, . . . , Pn) of generalized logic programs and its semantic
is determined by (c.f. [23,1] for more details):

Definition 3. Let P = (P1, . . . , Pn) be a dynamic logic program over language A. An
interpretation M is a (refined) dynamic stable model of P at state s, 1 ≤ s ≤ n iff

M ′ = least ([ρs (P) − Rejs(M)] ∪ Defs(M))
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where:

Defs(M) = {not A | �r ∈ ρ(P), H(r) = A, M � B(r)}
Rejs(M) = {r | r ∈ Pi, ∃r′ ∈ Pj , i ≤ j ≤ s, r �� r′, M � B(r′)}

and A is an objective literal, ρs (P) denotes the multiset of all rules appearing in the
programs P1, ...,Ps, and M ′ and least(.) are as before.

Intuitively, given an interpretation M , the set Rejs(M) contains those rules which are
overridden by a newer conflicting rule whose body is true according to the interpretation
M . The set Defs(M) contains default negations not A of all unsupported atoms A, i.e.,
those atoms A for which there is no rule, in any program, whose body is true according
to the interpretation M , which can thus be assumed false by default.

Before presenting the definitions that formalize the above intuitions of EVOLP, let
us show some illustrative examples.

Example 2. Consider an initial program P containing the rules

a.
assert(not a ←) ← b.
c ← assert(not a ←).
assert(b ← a) ← not c.

and that all the events are empty EVOLP programs. The (only) answer set of P is
M = {a, assert(b ← a)} and conveying the information that program P is ready to
evolve into a new program (P, P2) by adding rule (b ← a) at the next step, i.e. to P2. In
the only dynamic stable model M2 of the new program (P, P2), atom b is true as well
as atom assert(not a ←) and also c, meaning that (P, P2) evolves into a new program
(P, P2, P3) by adding rule (not a ←) at the next step, i.e. in P3. This negative fact in P3
conflicts with the fact in P , and the older is rejected. The rule added in P2 remains valid,
but is no longer useful to conclude b, since a is no longer valid. So, assert(not a ←)
and c are also no longer true. In the only dynamic stable model of the last sequence both
a, b, and c are false.

This example does not address external events. The rules that belong to the i-th event
should be added to the program of state i, and proceed as in the example above.

Example 3. In the example above, suppose that at state 2 there is an external event with
the rules, r1 and r2, assert(d ← b) ← a and e ←. Since the only stable model of P
is I = {a, assert(b ← a)} and there is an outside event at state 2 with r1 and r2, the
program evolves into the new program obtained by updating P not only with the rule
b ← a but also with those rules, i.e. (P, {b ← a; assert(d ← b) ← a; e ←}). The only
dynamic stable model M2 of this program is {b, assert(not a ←), assert(d ← b), e}.

If we keep with the evolution of this program (e.g. by subsequent empty events), we
have to decide what to do, in these subsequent states, about the event received at state 2.
Intuitively, we want the rules coming from the outside, be they observations or assertion
commands, to be understood as events given at a state, that are not to persist by inertia.
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I.e. if rule r belongs to some set Ei of an event sequence, this means that r was per-
ceived, or received, after i − 1 evolution steps of the program, and that this perception
event is not to be assumed by inertia from then onward. In the example, it means that if
we have perceived e at state 2, then e and all its possible consequences should be true at
that state. But the truth of e should not persist into the subsequent state (unless e is yet
again perceived from the outside). In other words, when constructing subsequent states,
the rules coming from events in state 2 should no longer be available and considered.
As will become clear below, making these events persistent can be specified in EVOLP.

Definition 4. An evolution interpretation of length n of an evolving program P over A
is a finite sequence I = (I1, I2, . . . , In) of interpretations Aassert. The evolution trace
associated with evolution interpretation I is the sequence of programs (P1, P2, . . . , Pn)
where:

– P1 = P ;
– Pi = {r | assert(r) ∈ Ii−1}, for each 2 ≤ i ≤ n.

Definition 5. An evolution interpretation (I1, I2, . . . , In), of length n, with evolution
trace (P1, P2, . . . , Pn) is an evolution stable model of an evolving program P given a
sequence of events (E1, E2, . . . , Ek), with n ≤ k, iff for every i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), Ii is a
dynamic stable model at state i of (P1, P2 . . . , (Pi ∪ Ei)).

Notice that the rules coming from the outside do not persist by inertia. At any given step
i, the rules from Ei are added and the (possibly various) Ii obtained. This determines
the programs Pi+1 of the trace, which are then added to Ei+1 to determine the models
Ii+1. The definition assumes the whole sequence of events given a priori. In fact this
need not be so because the events at any given step n only influence the models in the
evolution interpretation from n onward:

Proposition 1. Let M = (M1, . . . , Mn) be an evolution stable model of P given a
sequence of events (E1, E2, . . . , En). Then, for any sets of events En+1, . . . , Em (m >
n), M is also an evolution stable model of P given (E1, . . . , En, En+1, . . . , Em).

EVOLP programs may have various evolution models of given length, or none:

Example 4. Consider P with the following two rules, and 3 empty events:

assert (a ←) ← not assert (b ←) , not b.
assert (b ←) ← not assert (a ←) , not a.

The reader can check that there are 2 evolution stable models of length 3, each repre-
senting one possible evolution of the program after those empty events:

M1 = 〈{assert(a ←)}, {a, assert(a ←)}, {a, assert(a ←)}〉
M2 = 〈{assert(b ←)}, {b, assert(b ←)}, {b, assert(b ←)}〉

Since various evolutions may exist for a given length, evolution stable models alone do
not determine a truth relation. A truth relation can be defined, as usual, based on the
intersection of models:
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Definition 6. Let P be an evolving program, E an event sequence of length n, both
over the language A, and M an interpretation over Aassert. M is a Stable Model of P
given E iff (M1, . . . , Mn−1, M) is an evolution stable model of P given E with length
n, for some interpretations M1, . . . , Mn−1. We say that propositional atom A of A is:
true given E iff A belongs to all stable models of P given E; false given E iff A does not
belong to any stable models of P given E; unknown given E otherwise.

A consequence of the above definitions is that the semantics of EVOLP is, in fact, a
proper generalization of the answer-set semantics, in the following sense:

Proposition 2. Let P be a generalized (extended) logic program (without predicate
assert/1) over a language A, and E be any sequence with n ≥ 0 of empty EVOLP
programs. Then, M is a stable model of P given E iff the restriction of M to A is an
answer set of P (in the sense of [18,25]).

The possibility of having various stable models after an event sequence is of special
interest for using EVOLP as a language for reasoning about possible evolutions of an
agent’s knowledge base. Like for answer-set programs, we define the notion of categor-
ical programs as those such that, for any given event sequence, no “branching” occurs,
i.e. a single stable model exists6.

Definition 7. An EVOLP program P is categorical given event sequence E iff there
exists only one stable model of P given E .

3.3 Agent Architecture

We now turn our attention to the agent architecture. Each agent is conceptually divided
into three layers as depicted in Figure 1.

– The Platform Layer deals with all the necessary platform specific protocols such as
registration, coordination, control, etc.

– The Physical Layer is responsible for interfacing the agent with the environment,
providing an actuator responsible for executing actions in the environment as well
as an inbox and outbox to process the all incoming and outgoing events.

– The Mental Layer is responsible for maintaining the agent’s beliefs, behaviour and
capabilities and deliberation processes.

In this section we will describe in greater detail the Mental Layer. Lack of space
prevents us from presenting details concerning the other two layers.

The Mental Layer can be seen as being divided into three main components, namely
the Beliefs, Capabilities and Deliberation, even though each may provide for more than
one aspect. The Beliefs module is specified in EVOLP, thus specifying not only the be-
liefs of the agent but also its behaviour and evolution. The Capabilities module contains
information regarding the actions that the agent can perform, together with their epis-
temic effects, in the form of updates both to the agent’s own Beliefs as well as to other

6 The definition of conditions over programs and sequences ensuring that a program is categor-
ical is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 1. Agent Architecture

agent’s beliefs. The Deliberation Module executes the common observe-think-act cycle
[21], implementing some specific semantics. Formally, an agent initial specification is
defined as follows:

Definition 8. Let N = {α1, ..., αn} be a set of agent names and A a propositional
language7. An agent (αi) initial specification, or an agent αi at state 1, is a tuple
〈αi, C, Sel (·) , P1〉 where:

– C is a pair (AC , EF) representing the capabilities of the agent where AC is a set
of propositions, each representing an action that agent αi is capable of preforming
and EF is a set of predicates of the form effects (Action, αj ,Effect) with Action ∈
AC , αj ∈ N and Effect is an EVOLP program over language A ∪ Aαj

C (where
Aαj

C is the set of actions that agent αj is capable of preforming) representing the
epistemic effects, on αj , of agent αi performing action Action i.e., after Action is
performed, Effect should be added to agent’s j next event;

– Sel (·) is some selection function that selects one dynamic stable model given a
dynamic logic program;

– P1 = (P1) is a dynamic logic program consisting of just one evolving logic pro-
gram, P1, over language A ∪ AC , representing the agent’s initial beliefs and be-
haviour specification.

According to the execution mode specified in the Platform Layer (e.g. synchronous,
asynchronous, etc) an agent evolves into the next state as per the following observe-
think-act cycle and definition:

7 Without loss of generality, we are assuming that all agents share a common language.
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cycle (s, 〈αi, (AC , EF) , Sel (·) , Ps〉)
observe (percieve Es from inbox)
think (determine Ms = Sel (Ps−1, (Ps ∪ Es)))
act (execute actions Ms ∩ AC)
cycle (s + 1, 〈αi, (AC , EF) , Sel (·) , Ps+1〉)

Definition 9. Let 〈αi, C, Sel (·) , Ps〉 be agent αi at state s and Es the events perceived
by agent αi at state s. Agent αi at state s + 1 is 〈αi, C, Sel (·) , Ps+1〉 where8 Ps+1 =
(Ps, Ps+1), Ps+1 = {r | assert(r) ∈ Ms}, and Ms = Sel (Ps−1, (Ps ∪ Es)).

In the previous definition, we assume the capabilities to be fixed. However, it needs not
be so as we can easily allow for the specification of updates to this component if we
wish to have the agent, for example, learn new capabilities.

Unlike its original inductive definition, we employ a constructive view of EVOLP.
The main difference relates to the existence of the selection function that trims some
possible evolutions when selecting one stable model, corresponding to the commit-
ment made when some set of actions is executed, and not another. This commitment
is obtained by fixing the trace, instead of simply storing the initial program, sequence
of events and choices made. The resulting simplicity, obtained by using a construc-
tive definition, is due to the fact that the agent no longer has to deal with past possi-
ble choices that were not taken. The commitment made at each step means that there
is no need to keep other alternatives for that state. Note, however, that this does not
mean that, due to this commitment, some alternative action that was not chosen at
some state cannot be executed at the subsequent state. If this action is still an option
after the initial commitment it will still be present is some model of the subsequent
state.

The following result relates both views of EVOLP:

Theorem 1. Let 〈α, C, Sel (·) , Ps〉 (where Ps = (P1, P2, . . . , Ps)) be agent α at state
s resulting from the initial specification 〈α, C, Sel (·) , (P1)〉 and the sequence of events
E = (E1, E2, . . . , Es). Let Ms be an interpretation. Then:

– If Ms is a dynamic stable model of Ps then Ms is a stable model of P1 given E;
– If P1 is categorical given E , then, Ms is a stable model of P1 given E iff Ms is a

dynamic stable model of Ps.

3.4 Illustrative Example

In this section we present a small illustrative example. In this example we consider two
agents, teacher and student. The student will want to know how to get a PhD, and will
ask the teacher for as along as he does not know how. He knows that people that are

8 If P = (P1, ..., Ps) is a DLP and P a GLP, by (P , P ) we mean the DLP (P1, ..., Ps, P ).
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not smart do not get PhDs. The teacher will tell the student to study, in case the student
has not told the teacher he has already studied. The student, however, when requested
to study, may chose between studying or not. When the student finally tells the teacher
that he has studied, then the behaviour of the teacher will be updated, and he will, from
then onwards, reply to the student’s subsequent requests by teaching him one of two
rules, both regarding ways to get a PhD (either by having a good advisor or doing good
work). Teaching the rule amounts to sending it as an assertion event to the student agent,
which will be used to update the student’s beliefs.

The tuple 〈teacher, (At
C , Et

F) , Selt (·) , (P t
1)〉 is the teacher’s initial specification,

where:

P t
1 = {tell study ← ask, not studied, not study.

assert (studied) ← study.
assert (teach r1 ← not teach r2, ask.) ← study.
assert (teach r2 ← not teach r1, ask.) ← study.}

At
C = {tell study, teach r1, teach r2}

Et
F = {effects (teach r1, student, {assert (phd ← good advisor.)})

effects (teach r2, student, {assert (phd ← good work.)})
effects (tell study, student, {tell study.})}

and a non-deterministic random choice function Selt (·). The first rule in P t
1 specifies

that any event study should make tell study true in case there is no evidence that the
student has studied (in the past or present). When the teacher receives an event Ei with
study, assert (studied) is part of the model and studied is used to update the beliefs
by becoming part of P t

i+1 so that it becomes persistent. Furthermore, the assertions
specified by the last two rules also cause an update, rendering their argument rules “ac-
tive”. Any subsequent event Ei with ask is replied to with either teach r1 or teach r2
as it generates two stable models, each of which with one of those actions. The initial
program P t

1 only defines the mental dimension of actions, i.e., it defines which action
to perform but not its concrete effects. This amounts to the clear separation between
reasoning about actions and action execution. Note that we can include a rule of the
form effect ← action in the program where effect is the epistemic effect of deciding
to perform action. For example, to have the teacher only performs actions teach r1
and teach r2 once, we could include the rules assert (taught r1) ← teach r1. and
assert (taught r2) ← teach r2. and add not taught r1 and not taught r2, respec-
tively, to the bodies of the two rules asserted, as follows:

teach r1 ← not teach r2, not taught r1, ask.

teach r2 ← not teach r1, not taught r2, ask.

Let us now pay attention to the student. 〈student, (As
C , Es

F) , Sels (·) , (P s
1 )〉 is it’s ini-

tial specification, where Sels (·) is a non-deterministic random choice function and
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P s
1 = {study ← not ¬study, tell study.

¬study ← not study, tell study.
not phd ← not smart.
ask ← not phd.
good advisor.}

As
C = {ask, study}

Es
F = {effects (ask, teacher, {ask.}) ,

effects (study, teacher, {study.})}

We will now illustrate a possible run of this system, assuming a synchronous mode
of operation. Initially, the teacher’s only stable model is M t

1 = {}. The student has one
dynamic stable model, namely M s

1 = {ask, good advisor}, which has the effect of
sending the event {ask} to the teacher agent, i.e. Et

2 = {ask}. At state 2, the teacher
will have one dynamic stable model M t

2 = {ask, tell study.}, as he does not know
the student has studied. This will send the event {tell study}, i.e. Es

3 = {tell study}.
Meanwhile, since at state 2 the student still does not know how to obtain a PhD, he asks
again (we cannot say he is very polite), sending the appropriate event to the teacher i.e.
Et

3 = {ask}.
At state 3, the teacher will have one dynamic stable model M t

3 = {ask, tell study.},
as he still does not know the student has studied, and thus Es

4 = {tell study}. Mean-
while, the student has just received the tell study event and has two dynamic stable
models, M s

3 = {tell study, ask, study} and M s′
3 = {tell study, ask, ¬study}. If

the student chooses M s′
3 , this story will just go on as before. Eventually, the student

will choose M s
3 , sending the events Et

4 = {study, ask} to the teacher. After this set of
events is finally sent, the teacher, at state 4, will have one dynamic stable model M t

4 =
{assert (teach r2 ← not teach r1, ask.), assert (teach r1 ← not teach r2, !ask.),
ask, study, assert (studied)}. Having this model will cause the fact studied and the
rules teach rule1 ← not teach r2, ask., and teach rule2 ← not teach r1, ask. to
belong to P t

5 . Furthermore, the teacher will not send any events to the student since
none of the elements of M t

4 is one of its actions.
To cut this story short, after the next ask by the student, the teacher will have two

dynamic stable models (of the DLP (P t
1 , ..., P t

5) where P t
2 = P t

3 = P t
4 = ∅), one with

teach rule1 true and another with teach rule2 true. The teacher’s selection function
chooses one of them and either executes teach rule1 or teach rule2, causing either
of assert (phd ← good advisor.) and assert (phd ← good work.) to be sent to the
student. If the student receives the event assert (phd ← good advisor.), he will stop
asking because he can conclude phd, even though not smart is still true, since the
newly accquired rule will serve, as per the DLP semantics, to reject the rule not phd ←
not smart. As long as the teacher keeps sending the event assert (phd ←good work.),
since the student cannot prove good work (besides impolite he is also lazy), he will
keep asking the teacher until the teacher eventually selects the action teach rule1,
sends assert (phd ← good advisor.), and the student will stop bothering the teacher.
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Fig. 2. Agent Implementation Architecture

4 Implementation

In this section we briefly elaborate on some issues related to the implementation of a
generic agent. As depicted in Figure 2, the implementation employs five different tech-
nologies, namely Java, XSB Prolog, Interprolog, XASP (package provided by XSB),
Smodels9. In the madAgents platform, the agents’ execution is controlled from the
Java component, where each agent is represented by a Java Thread. Each agent has
an instance of a MessageHandler class, which handles all communication and a
PrologConnection class which interfaces with XSB-Prolog. Interfacing between
the Java and Prolog components is handled by InterProlog. The Java component also
provides a Graphical User Interface, shown in Figure 3.

The agent’s execution cycle proceeds as follows:

1. Wait for the agent’s reasoning delay to exhaust, or wait for a synchronisation mes-
sage to arrive from the platform manager;

2. Check for new messages and process them. Message processing can be the assertion
of the message in the agent’s knowledge base or the direct execution of a certain
method. Messages may originate in other agent’s, in the platform manager or en-
code outside events. Communication is implemented so as to provide a transparent
message exchange mechanism to the agents, where they only have to call methods
to add messages to their inbox or outbox and the MessageHandler class does
all the rest. This class also contains a simple “address book”, allowing the agent to
know the host and port where to contact a certain agent;

3. Select one dynamic stable model which will encode the actions to execute. Deter-
mining the set of dynamic stable models is performed in two steps: first the DLP is
syntactically transformed into a single logic program, written in an extended lan-
guage, whose answer-sets are in a one-to-one correspondence with the dynamic

9 Available at http://www.tcs.hut.fi/Software/smodels.
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Platform Launcher Platform Manager

Teacher and Student Agents

Fig. 3. Graphical User Interface

stable models of the initial DLP, following the results in [23]; subsequently, Smod-
els is invoked from within XSB, using the interface XASP, to determine the stable
models of the transformed program. Finally, the Selection function is used to se-
lect one of these models. If the selection function chooses randomly, we can have
Smodels determine one model only, thus saving computational time;

4. Execute the chosen actions. Action execution may include method calling or mes-
sage sending;

5. Determine the next program in the trace and cycle again. Since the transformation
mentioned above is incremental, the agent effectively keeps the transformed pro-
gram, adding just the rules corresponding to the new part of the trace. The newly
added required methods were encapsulated in the PrologConnection class.
This class now includes methods for setting up the Prolog environment, calling
non-deterministic goals, and calculating the new EVOLP trace and program trans-
formation.

5 Related Work

Other systems exist that, to some extent, are related to the one we presented. Each has
some specific characteristics that make them more appropriate for some applications,
although none has the rich update characteristics of EVOLP.

3APL [20,15] is a logic based programming language for implementing agents with
beliefs, goals, and plans as mental attitudes, that can generate and revise plans to achieve
goals, and are capable of interaction. Actions can be external, communication, or inter-
nal mental ones, resembling actions and their effects in our system. 3APL supports the
integration of Prolog and Java. MadAgents does not have an explicit goal base nor plan
library, although answer set programming can be used for planning purposes, and goals
can be represented by integrity constraints without requiring a language extension or, as
explored elsewhere in [27], by means of DLP to obtain extra expressivity. 3APL lacks
the ability to deal with updates such as our system.
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Jason [9] is a Java written interpreter for an extended version of AgentSpeak(L),
a BDI-styled logic-based agent-oriented programming language. It provides features
such as speech-act based communication, customisable selection and trust functions,
and overall agent architecture (perception, belief-revision, inter-agent communication,
and acting), and easy extensibility through user-defined “internal actions”. A detailed
comparison with Jason is subject for future work. A first impression shows that both
systems use default negation for knowledge representation and, as others, Jason does
not provide the ability to deal with updates such as our system.

IMPACT [29,16] is a system developed with the main purpose of providing a frame-
work to build agents on top of heterogeneous sources of knowledge. It provides the
notion of an agent program written over a language of so-called code-calls, encapsu-
lations of whatever the legacy code is. Code-calls are used in clauses, that form agent
programs, determining constraints on the actions that are to be taken by agents. Agent
programs and their semantics resemble logic programs extended with deontic modal-
ities. The semantics is given by the notion of a rational status sets, which are similar
to the notion of stable models used in our system. While IMPACT is at a far more ad-
vanced stage of development than our system, we believe that our system, namely due
to its use of EVOLP, has the potential to meet IMPACT standards, while providing an
added value in what concerns the ability to represent evolutions.

MINERVA [24,23] uses KABUL (Knowledge and Behaviour Update Language) to
specify agents’ behaviour and their updates. MINERVA is conceptually close to our sys-
tem concerning its knowledge representation mechanism. One difference is that MIN-
ERVA uses KABUL whereas our system uses EVOLP. Even though KABUL has some
extra features that allow for more elaborate forms of social knowledge, EVOLP is a
simpler and more elegant language that has all the features required for this application.
Furthermore madAgents provides with a full fledged multi-agent platform.

DALI [14] is an Active Logic Programming Language, somehow related to MIN-
ERVA and our present system, designed for executable specification of logical agents.
It uses plain Horn Clauses and its semantics is based on Least Herbrand Models. Three
main differences are noticed when comparing our system with DALI: our semantics is
based on ASP, with default negation while DALI uses plain Horn Clauses and the se-
mantics is based on Least Herbrand Models; DALI is implemented in PROLOG while
our system uses a combination of Java, XSB and Smodels; DALI does not allow for
evolving specifications such as the ones provided by EVOLP.

Another multi-agent system that somehow relates to our proposal is PROSOCS [12].
PROSOCS, Programming Societies of Computees, is implemented with Sicstus Pro-
log, Java and JXTA, a Java-based peer to peer system. PROSOCS has the main mo-
tivations of the madAgents platform, namely to allow for a simple implementation of
multi-agent systems based on an already implemented set of functionalities, namely
those related with communication and interaction between the agents and the envi-
ronment, as well as those related with the most basic reasoning capabilities. Also, as
in the madAgents platform, PROSOCS agents are based on an agent template which
already has a set of sensors and actuators which function as the interface to the envi-
ronment. Differences arise in the fact that PROSOCS agents use a peer to peer system
for implementing the whole agent discovery and communication processes, and end up
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making the agents dependent on this system. Additionally, PROSOCS agents also use a
different mental model – Logic Programming with Priorities and Abductive Logic Pro-
gramming with Abductive Event Calculus. They do not provide any way of specifying
how the knowledge of a certain agent evolves, this accounting for another difference
between PROSOCS and our proposal, which defines this concept with a precise seman-
tics. PROSOCS agents have explicit planning capabilities whereas our agents only have
those capabilities through the use of the expressive power of Answer-Set Programming.
In summary, besides the implementation choices (Sicstus Prolog vs. XSB, Jasper vs. In-
terprolog, JXTA vs. madAgents communication system) the main differences reside in
the difference between the capabilities of representing knowledge evolution, which is
the central point of our proposal.

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we presented a platform and architecture that resulted from combining
madAgents with EVOLP.

Being a paper that describes the theory of the underlying the system, its implemen-
tation, and some examples, it necessarily lacks some deeper explanations concerning
other important issues. Some of the issues that were left out concern open problems
and a deeper comparison with the other related systems, while others refer to issues
that were addressed, often representing non-trivial challenges, such as for example the
details concerning the implementation of the transformation into a program to be sent
to Smodels because of its restricted use of variables. However, we had to leave some-
thing out and this is the result of our choice. Before we end, in this final section, we
re-elaborate on some of the main points of our system.

Using default negation allows for reasoning with incomplete information, important
in open environments. In this paper, we additionally extended EVOLP to also allow for
strong negation. By combining both forms of negation, the programmer can obtain the
full expressivity of answer-set programming.

The stable model based semantics, assigning a set of models at each state, allows
for reasoning about possible worlds. The inclusion of the selection function allows for
meta-reasoning about these possible worlds using any paradigm chosen by the program-
mer. However, some preference based semantics, specifiable in logic programming (c.f.
[13,4]), can be directly programmed in the agent’s EVOLP program to allow for the
specification of preferences.

Even though we only presented the stable model based semantics, the architecture al-
lows for the use of a well founded three valued semantics that allows for more efficient,
though less expressive, top down proof procedures [31,7].

The architecture effectively separates the notions of reasoning about actions and act-
ing, even though this was not exemplified in detail in this paper. The agent reasons about
actions, choosing which ones to execute. These will be executed, resulting (or not) in
changes to the environment which can be monitored and may produce new inputs to
the agent in the form of events. In parallel, the execution of each action will have an
epistemic effect reflected by the (self)-update of the agent’s knowledge, in the form of
a set of events to be included in the agent’s input, which can be seen as the effects of
knowing that the action was executed, different from those of the action itself.
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The possibility of having several different modes of execution, namely time-driven,
event driven, synchronous and asynchronous, allows for the specification of different
types of agents, as well as incorporating different coordination policies, specifiable in
logic programming.

The specification language EVOLP, being based on logic programs with the stable
model semantics (aka. answer set programming), and properly extending these, directly
supports the representation, specification and reuse of the grand number of results pro-
duced by those working in answer-set programming for knowledge representation and
reasoning (see [32] for references).

Most of all, we believe to have achieved both main goals i.e. to provide an improve-
ment of madAgents, allowing for the implementation of a richer agent architecture
where agents’ beliefs and behaviour, as well as their evolution, is specifiable in EVOLP,
and to provide a proof of principle that EVOLP can easily be adopted by existing MAS,
to represent an evolving belief base, or also to represent the agent’s evolving behaviour.

Researchers working in computational logic for multi-agent systems, have often been
criticized for not carrying their theoretical results to the implementation stage. Even
though our platform and architecture are evolving proposals and in constant develop-
ment, they are fully implemented while enjoying a well defined formal semantics.

We are currently working on several directions, both on applications of the current
system, as well as on extensions of EVOLP with direct applicability in the context of
Multi-Agent Systems. On the application side, we would like to mention that we are
re-designing the MulE Game Engine [6] to benefit from our enhanced system. Initial
results can be found in [22]. Regarding extensions of EVOLP, we are already working
on using EVOLP to represent and reason about declarative goals (preliminary results
can be found in [27]) and plans, as well as enriching EVOLP with the possibility to deal
with complex events, through the definition of a suitable event algebra. Preliminary
explorations regarding the introduction of probabilities in the EVOLP framework are
also being pursued.

Overall, on the development side, we believe that this is just the initial result of a
constantly evolving ongoing project which we believe to be very promising.
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